FREEDOM THAT’S UNIQUELY YOURS

2017 RENEGADE® LIMITED EDITIONS

RENEGADE DESERT HAWK®

RENEGADE ALTITUDE
YOURS TO EXPLORE

Leave no dune untouched or stone unturned. Renegade® Desert hawk® delivers authentic Jeep® Brand off-road performance with a rugged look made for desert adventures.

2.4L TIGERSHARK® MULTIAIR® 2 ENGINE

JEEP ACTIVE-DRIVE LOW 4x4 WITH 20:1 CRAWL RATIO

SELEC-TERRAIN® TRACTION CONTROL SYSTEM WITH EXCLUSIVE ROCK MODE

OFF-ROAD ROCK RAILS®

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP HOOD DECAL®

UNIQUE DECALS AND BADGING

17-INCH SEMI-GLOSS BLACK ALUMINUM WHEELS

AVAILABLE MY SKY® OPEN-AIR ROOF SYSTEM

AVAILABLE UCONNECT® 6.5 NAV

MOROCCAN SUN INTERIOR ACCENTS

MCKINLEY LEATHER-TRIMMED SEATS WITH TOPOGRAPHICAL CLOTH INSERTS AND DESERT HAWK EMBROIDERED LOGO®

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS AND CARGO LINER

PASSIVE ENTRY REMOTE START® PACKAGE

* A note about this document: all disclaimers and disclosures can be found on the last page.

** Desert hawk exclusive.
BOLD IN EVERY WAY

Blending premium amenities, bold design and the trusted Jeep Brand capability, Renegade' Altitude stands out even when standing still. Turn the wheel, and heads will follow. You’ll make your presence known wherever you go.

1.4L MULTI AIR® TURBO ENGINE
AVAILABLE 2.4L TIGERSHARK® MULTI AIR® 2 ENGINE
AVAILABLE JEEP. ACTIVE DRIVE
4x4 SYSTEM
AVAILABLE SELEC-TERRAIN® TRACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
18-INCH GLOSS BLACK ALUMINUM WHEELS
GLOSS BLACK EXTERIOR ACCENTS
EXTERIOR MIRRORS WITH SUPPLEMENTAL TURN SIGNALS

AVAILABLE MY SKY® OPEN-AIR SUNROOF SYSTEM
AVAILABLE UCONNECT® 6.5 NAV
CLOTH SEDILE HIGH-BACK BUCKET SEATS WITH BLACK STITCHING
GLOSS BLACK INTERIOR BEZEL ACCENTS
AVAILABLE PASSIVE ENTRY/REMOTE START'
AVAILABLE COLD WEATHER GROUP
Remote Vehicle Start not available on all vehicles. You are responsible for using remote features in accordance with any laws, rules, or ordinances in effect in your vehicle's location.
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